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SAYS SUMMER PARK GAMES
COULDN'T BE BEATEN

The noble art of bunco like tick-
ling a man and picking his pocket
as practiced at Riverview is told by
Jacob Le Bosky, attorney for some
concessionaries of Tiiepark, in an
action to investigate a receiver's re-
port.

The game of bursting a balloon
that wouldn't burst, of covering a
spot that couldn't be covered, ringing
knives that couldn't be ringed and
paying good money to do these in
hope of gaining a prize is told by Le
Bosky.. Most of the swindles have
been abolished during the past few
seasons.

"They had a swell stunt until re-
peated complaints forced its removal
The game was to break a balloon
with a ball which was furnished the
sucker.

"Big prize for every balloon you
break," the "ballyhoo man" wailed.
To prove how easy it was he slammed
a ball into one of the balloons and
broke it

"The sucker steps up and buys
three balls for a dime. Then he found
that hitting the balloons did not
break them. The demonstrator had
his ball covered with rosin, which
broke the surface of the balloons
which slipped from the smooth balls
furnished buyers.

"The paddle wheels where candy
and various other prizes were dis-
tributed with ever-r-- y turn of the
wheel were money makers. Some of
them had 'shillabers' or 'shills,' em-
ployed by the owner of the conces-
sion.

"The 'shill' would buy a paddle and
stand in the crowd with the rest The
man operating the wheel knew what
numbers the 'shill' had on his paddle,
so that when the wheel was turning,
by means of a 'squeeze' attached to
the machinery, could stop it on a
number which gave the prize to the
'shill '

" 'Red Spot' was another that drew
coin in bunches, The victim, for the
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small sum pf a dime was given sever-
al small disks. These disks were to
be used in covering a large red spot
on a ta"ble in front of him.

"To prove how easy the trick was
the demonstrator picked out some
disks and covered the spot himself.,'
The victim when he tried found itf
impossible. He had been given disks
too small to turn the trick. ir

" 'Zig Zag' was a game in which
a marble was started down an inclin-
ed board. Its course to the bottom
was changed when it struck a series
of nails affixed in the board. .,

"If the marble landed in one of ar
number of holes in the bottom of the,
board prizes would be given to the
player. The nails were fixed to make,,
this very unusual.

"The games remain, but conditions
have been changed. Averages, how?,
ever, are stijl against the player. x

SALOONS ARE ACTING SHY ,
Gosh all souses!
There is going to be one grand,

rush for renewal of saloon license,
this afternoon. Or maybe there isn'U
And if the latter holds true Chicago'
is going to be shy on saloons. Today
the time limit is up. m

City Collector Foreberg reports,
that up to noon today out of the 7.152.
booze parlors in our Windy City, onlyT-2,41-

have stepped up and plunked
down their five hundred smacks forT
a renewal of their license for the nextj
six months.

Forsberg expects a rush at the lasjt;
minute. Others concerned in Chica;
go doings predict that a great many
of our closed-o- n Sunday places are,
just going to die a natural death. ,(

The traffic in booze stands to get"
a wallop and fewer schooners will be,, t
scheduled to sail over the bar unless,
the rush comes that .Forsberg prem
diets.
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Fire in basement of Palmer House,
block frightened scores of guests
Catherine Giveny, phone .operator,
quieted panic by calling'each, room, y
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